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most risk from the coronavirus, you
won’t hear any complaints. These folks
have seen more of life’s trials and tribulations than you can shake a stick at!
What are the secrets to their resilience?
• Gratitude
• Keeping a routine
• Staying active
• Hydrating
• Good Nutrition
• Remaining social (at a distance,
of course!)
• Continuing to Learn
If you Google “The Silent Generation
(those born from 1925 to 1945),” you’ll

find their characteristics include “discipline, upholding of values, gratitude
and an appreciation for the “simplicities” in life. This senior population is
best characterized by a strong sense
of determination and willpower.” No
wonder why this pandemic is just another blip on the radar for them!
Moving forward, life may be a little
different from what we’re used to, but
one thing we know for sure has not
changed: the human spirit. During this
challenging time, we have seen extraordinary examples of people helping one another and showing their
appreciation. As we celebrate our

HEROES WORK HERE
Karrie Kundsen
One of our
“Dream Team”
housekeepers is
a powerful part of
our team. Karrie’s
housekeeping
position has seen increased
responsibility since COVID 19.
However, she makes time to do
returns for a few residents at
Walmart after she has punched out
for the day! Thank you, Karrie!

Perry PhillipsSheryl Nosal
This is not the
Executive Director
first time Sheryl

country’s independence this month
and begin to enjoy our own, personal
independence again, remember what
makes this country and its citizens great.
We are moving forward: one step,
one day, at a time. Keep the faith and
stay well!
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Kathy is the Director of
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ASSOCIATE OF THE MONTH

Patty Lyons
Patty Lyons, Housekeeping Supervisor,
is known for her winning smile. Patty faces
each day with a positive outlook and lives by
the philosophy that the “glass is always half
full, not half empty.” Approaching each day
with enthusiasm and energy, Patty is often
the “go-to” person for residents. If Patty
doesn’t know an answer to their questions,
she tracks down a colleague and gets them
their answer. Currently the community
credits her for heading up the team which
attacks the Corona virus head on. They
work tirelessly - cleaning every railing, door
knob, elevator button, and chair rails. Her
commitment is to keep our residents safe.
In her spare time, Patty’s passion for
finding a cure for Alzheimer’s disease
makes her an ideal person to co-chair The
Saybrook at Haddam’s Team Safe Harbor.
She and fellow housekeeper Stacy Paquin
team up to fundraise and create awareness
for this terrible disease.
One of our residents shared a statement
with us: “Patty is a true representative of
what makes the Saybrook at Haddam a
place you can call home.” Perry Phillips,
Executive Director and his management
team couldn’t agree more!
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Sheryl Nosal is March’s
Before joining the culinary staff
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Sheryl is one of our
awesome cooks
and has taken on
endless extra responsibility due
to COVID 19. Her deep heartfelt
desire to please our residents and
make them smile is respected and
consistently noticed.

Happy Birthday!

Perry Phillips
Executive Director
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Having A Safe Harbor Summer!

AS A KID, WHAT DID YOU ENJOY DOING MOST IN
THE SUMMERTIME? By Joan Szewczyk, Resident Liaison
Mary Smith: We went to Prospect Beach
in West Haven and my family lived one
block up the hill from the Long Island
Sound. There was a raft you could swim
out to. Some of the boys tried to teach
me and my friends how to dive but I
didn’t like having my head under water.
Iris Klar: I always looked forward to cutting the grass on the 1953 John Deere
tractor at my parents’ place, Klar Crest
Resort in Moodus. I mowed those 23
acres since my dad put me on the John
Deere when I was 10 until my dad sold
the property in 2007. In the early evening, after I’d mowed, I’d go outside and
smell the cut grass and there’s nothing
like it. And after I finished the 23 acres,
it would be time to start it all over again
and I loved it.

Janet Knaus: Each summer my parents
would rent a house at the beach and I
loved to go swimming there.
John Herold: I liked going on picnics
and going camping, but the best was being free from school for the summer.
Joanne Kneeland: I enjoyed going to
Camp Bethel on the Connecticut River in
Haddam from six weeks old for most of
my life each summer. When I got there
as a child, I took off my shoes and went
swimming in the river.
Pat Van Kirk: I always looked forward to
working my three jobs so I could pay my
way through college. I worked part-time
at an optometrist’s office, a retail store, in
an office, plus baby-sitting. I always knew
I wanted to be a teacher and this was the
only way I could do this.

Kathy Hallett, Safe Harbor Director, Certified Dementia Specialist

The Safetymakes
of Safe
Harbor
the heart grow fonder
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Challenging times require

MAY THE FOURTH BE WITH YOU
The Fourth of July
is with us again
in these days of
full summer when
nothing else in
the world seems
normal. This year
there will be no
parades, no major
league baseball
double-headers,
no
hordes
of
Reverend Timothy Haut
First Congregational Church screaming
chilDeep River, CT
dren and sunbathing crowds massing on our beaches. It
will be a quieter holiday, and perhaps a more
reflective one.
We have come to this pause in our year to
remember what it is that makes us unique as
Americans. It is not only our freedoms, won at
a high cost over and over again through our
history, nor is it just a celebration of those “heroes proved in liberating strife” that led to the
signing of our Declaration of Independence
in 1776.
I think that in this unexpected and challenging year, we are called again to reclaim the
dream and the vision that propels us to be

a light shining in the darkness, a hope to the
world, a people who are never content until
we become better, kinder, more noble and
just. It is a dream that we have often repeated
on our national holidays, but it has been a
dream that has eluded some of our people.
This Independence Day comes at the heels
not only of a pandemic that has cost the lives
of over 100,000 Americans, but in the wake
of protests that have swelled through our city
streets and small town greens calling us to a
new day of liberty and justice for all.
And we will welcome that new day, and
work for it to come true, because we are
America. And America is not only a place, but
an idea that burns like a fire in our hearts. I
remember the 4th of July picnics we enjoyed
as kids growing up in the Midwestern heartland, with campfires and cookouts and watermelon seed spitting contests, ending when
we spread blankets in a wide meadow and
watched fireworks explode over our heads
as night fell. It was magic and joy. But the
real magic is when we know that our ideals,
our riches, our hopes and dreams, extend to
every single person. It is dream to which we
pledge allegiance once again in this strange
and perplexing year of 2020.
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months because of the Covid virus. We
have been successfully
but seem to have a sense of comfort when you are around?
recognize how difficult being apart has afternoons.
spearheaded by Susan Judge,
The cards.
brain may begin to deteriorate but Emotional
been for everyone. Daily phone • Send greeting
Program Director.
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are so
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Kathy Hallett, Director of
same
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means change is inevitable but the
face
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and
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assistance is provided, as needed, with reading
familiar table, and eating
with
the same friends
love that once was there remains.
giving
a hug.
and orientation.
fosters comfort. Moving throughout the day with the
Like so many things in dementia,
engaging
programs
anxiousness
isn’t
black and white;
Unfortunately,
socialreduces
distancing
can have and is very
Your Safe Harbor Team is forgetting
doing its best
to care
comforting.
many negative effects on those seniors
gradual.
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and
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with
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What
you.
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does that mean exactly? As the disease
Stay Home and Be Safe!
will be noticed. For some it will be mild
progresses, they can’t always remember
forgetfulness.
Others may struggle with dates
yesterdays
or
may
be
unaware
of
tomorrows
Safe Harbor goals include:
or numbers. Still others may be challenged with orientation
and a gradual shift begins and they begin living more in
the moment.
to time, place or person. Regardless of the degree of decline
remember emotional memories will prevail and the love you
1. Keeping physically active. We have been mainshared will still be felt.
And…if
someone
forgets
you,
what
does
that
mean?
taining two exercise classes per day and, of
course, enjoying our daily balloon volleyball – a

group
favorite.
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2. Outdoor time. There will be increased time of-
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Merri Anne Larensen, Director of IL/AL
Recreation, can be reached at
recreation@thesaybrookathaddam.com or
by calling 860-345-3774.
Susan Judge, Director of Safe Harbor
Recreation, can be reached at
sjudge@thesaybrookathaddam.com
or by calling 860-345-3779.

PERRY PHILLIPS
Executive Director
(860) 856-7301
pphillips@thesaybrookathaddam.com
JENNIFER ARMENIA
Marketing Director
(860) 345-0090
jarmenia@thesaybrookathaddam.com

Remember, we offer outdoor visits in addition to window visits and FaceTime/Zoom
calls. Please schedule visits with Recreation:
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SPOTLIGHT

How to stay safe from the latest COVID-19 scams

July 2020’s Resident Profile: Ted Wojack

By SARI HARRAR, AARP.ORG
Scam artists will stop at nothing to exploit the
fear, social isolation and uncertainty fueled by
the COVID-19 pandemic. “People are more vulnerable emotionally than ever,” says psychologist Stacey Wood, a professor at Scripps College in California. “That makes it easier to fall
for the increasing number of scams out there.”
According to AARP’s Fraud Watch Network,
criminals are preying on this new
vulnerability with everything from
fake work-at-home jobs and fraudulent charities to money-seeking
romance schemers lurking on dating sites. Other scammers include
government impostors who are targeting your stimulus check. How do
they do it? Here are six psychological tactics scammers don’t want you
to know about.

“Others think they’re smarter than a scammer
and can spot a phony. Research shows that,
among older adults, those who think they’re
the most invulnerable to persuasion are most
likely to fall for scam artists.”
Helping in hard times
Schemes involving fake charities, online romantic partners in need and grandchildren

chances to buy face masks, hand sanitizer,
coronavirus tests and fake remedies.
You gotta act now!
Goading you to either make a fast decision or
miss out on scarce supplies or a new job plays
on today’s anxieties, Wood says. “When you’re
fearful or stressed, you’re more likely to make
impulsive decisions,” she says. “Scammers
know this.”
4 Ways to Stop a Scam Before It
Starts
1. Cut them off. Toss, delete or hang
up on unsolicited offers. Don’t answer the phone if you don’t recognize the caller ID. Don’t click on links
or provide personal info requested
in an email.
2. End suspicious online friendships.
This is not the time to trust strangers, no matter how nice they seem.
In fact, scammers are professionals
at being “nice.” Put on your toughest filters and cut off contact the moment someone you don’t know well
asks for info or financial help.

A friendly voice
Before the coronavirus, 1 in 4 older
adults were socially isolated; today
that number is far higher. “When
you’re lonely, a friendly voice on
the phone or a friendly message
on social media seems like a real
bright spot,” says Emily Allen, senior vice president for programs at
AARP Foundation. Scammers use
information they’ve gleaned about
you online to strengthen the bond.
They shower you with compliments
and get you to like them in order to
make you more willing to believe
their lies.
Official-sounding sources
“In uncertain times, we rely more
than ever on what other people tell
us. Scammers may falsely identify
themselves as being from the IRS
or the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,” says Robert Cialdini, regents emeritus professor of psychology and marketing at
Arizona State University. “They misquote or
make up advice from experts. And they create
fake organizations that sound impressive, to
fool you.”
Using your intelligence against you
“Some people get drawn in when scammers
compliment their intelligence and ability to understand a so-called opportunity,” Cialdini says.
JULY 2020

3. Cultivate your real friendships. Be
in frequent touch with family, friends
and neighbors who can be sounding boards on unusual offers.
Visit connect2affect.org to assess
how much social isolation and distancing are affecting your mental and physical health, AARP’s
Allen says.
4. Do your homework. If someone claims they’re from the IRS
or your bank, call to verify. Visit
aarp.org/scams to learn about the latest
coronavirus scams.

ILLUSTRATION: CHRIS GASH

marooned away from home without cash are
nothing new. But they’re heating up as people
yearn for ways to help others and as job losses
and travel restrictions make scammers’ stories
sound more believable than ever, Wood says.
Relieving your new anxieties
Job loss, stock market tumbles, scary virus
risks — scammers are manipulating your fears
in these uncertain times with too-good-to-betrue “opportunities” like fake work-at-home
offers, bogus investment schemes and phony

T

ed was born February 6,
1927 in New Britain to Elin
(Stohl) Wojack and Frank
Wojack and had two younger
sisters, Phyllis, and Marilyn. Ted’s
father played short-stop for the
Chicago White Sox in 1924. During
the off season, he injured his arm
while bowling, so he couldn’t
return to the major leagues, but
played in the minors. Later during
the Depression, he worked for
a gas company until he died
unexpectedly at age 41. Ted’s
mother began working at the
New Britain Savings Bank after
Frank’s death.
At age 13, Ted ran away with his
father’s OK but not his mom’s. He
spent seven weeks during the
summer with a carnival group, traveling around Connecticut, Massachusetts and eastern New York.
Ted says he learned a lot about
people that summer and those
people were the biggest crooks
and cheats he ever met. Ted was
always on the go as a kid and he
followed in his father’s footsteps
playing baseball, but he was a
pitcher. He was in the Navy from
1944 to 1946. When he was 21,
the Cleveland Indians offered him
a contract to sign on as pitcher
in their minor league team, with
hopes that he would later join the
major league. He had just married
Audrey, his childhood sweetheart
(he was 21 and she was 18 and a
high school senior) and they were

going to have a baby. The minors
only paid their players when they
were on the road. When the
team was home, the players only
got room and board, so it wasn’t
feasible to move from Connecticut
to Cleveland, Ohio for such low
pay while starting a family. So, Ted
got a job with Coca Cola in sales
and delivered to stores in central
Connecticut. He was re-called into
the Navy and served from 1951 to
1953 then returned to his job with
Coca Cola.
While the children (Cheryl,
Tommy, and Nancy) were growing
up, the family moved to Berlin
CT, then to a larger home in
Middletown. Ted’s wife, Audrey,
was a district manager for Sarah
Coventry Jewelry sales and won
awards for meeting goals. She was
rewarded with many vacations,
including trips to Hawaii, Bermuda
(three times!), Jamaica, Las Vegas
and resorts in Canada.
In 2000, Ted and Audrey moved
to Vero Beach, Florida. Their
house was across the street
from the ocean and Ted enjoyed
swimming. He also played lots of
golf. They spent summers with
their granddaughter, Jennifer,
and her family in Haddam. Sadly,
Audrey passed away in 2012 and
Ted stayed in Florida until he
moved north over two years ago
when we welcomed him to The
Saybrook at Haddam, where he is
still hitting golf balls today.

Sari Harrar is an award-winning health and science writer based in Pennsylvania.
AARP’s Fraud Watch Network can help you
spot and avoid scams. Sign up for free “watchdog alerts,” review AARP’s scam-tracking map,
or call AARP’s toll-free fraud helpline at 877908-3360 if you or a loved one suspect you’ve
been a victim.
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by Joan Szewczyk
Resident Liaison
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Audrey, his childhood sweetheart
(he was 21 and she was 18 and a
high school senior) and they were

going to have a baby. The minors
only paid their players when they
were on the road. When the
team was home, the players only
got room and board, so it wasn’t
feasible to move from Connecticut
to Cleveland, Ohio for such low
pay while starting a family. So, Ted
got a job with Coca Cola in sales
and delivered to stores in central
Connecticut. He was re-called into
the Navy and served from 1951 to
1953 then returned to his job with
Coca Cola.
While the children (Cheryl,
Tommy, and Nancy) were growing
up, the family moved to Berlin
CT, then to a larger home in
Middletown. Ted’s wife, Audrey,
was a district manager for Sarah
Coventry Jewelry sales and won
awards for meeting goals. She was
rewarded with many vacations,
including trips to Hawaii, Bermuda
(three times!), Jamaica, Las Vegas
and resorts in Canada.
In 2000, Ted and Audrey moved
to Vero Beach, Florida. Their
house was across the street
from the ocean and Ted enjoyed
swimming. He also played lots of
golf. They spent summers with
their granddaughter, Jennifer,
and her family in Haddam. Sadly,
Audrey passed away in 2012 and
Ted stayed in Florida until he
moved north over two years ago
when we welcomed him to The
Saybrook at Haddam, where he is
still hitting golf balls today.

Sari Harrar is an award-winning health and science writer based in Pennsylvania.
AARP’s Fraud Watch Network can help you
spot and avoid scams. Sign up for free “watchdog alerts,” review AARP’s scam-tracking map,
or call AARP’s toll-free fraud helpline at 877908-3360 if you or a loved one suspect you’ve
been a victim.
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by Joan Szewczyk
Resident Liaison
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The Saybrook
at Haddam
Executive Team

INDEPENDENCE DAY MENU
HOT DOGS • HAMBURGERS
CHEESEBURGERS • COLE SLAW
CORN ON THE COB
WATERMELON
RED, WHITE AND BLUE CAKE
with FRESH BERRIES

CATHERINE Q. CARTER
Director of Community Outreach
(860) 345-3779
ccarter@thesaybrookathaddam.com
KATHY HALLETT
Safe Harbor Director
(860) 345-2494
khallett@thesaybrookathaddam.com
LUCILLE BOWEN, R.N.
Wellness Director
(860) 345-2229
lbowen@thesaybrookathaddam.com
JOAN SZEWCZYK
Resident Liaison
(860) 345-3779
jszewczyk@thesaybrookathaddam.com
SUSAN JUDGE
Safe Harbor
Recreation Director
(860) 345-3779
sjudge@thesaybrookathaddam.com
MERRIANNE LARENSEN
Assisted/Independent Living
Recreation Director
(860) 345-3774
recreation@thesaybrookathaddam.com
BARRY OSALZA
Maintenance Director
(860) 856-7302
bosalza@thesaybrookathaddam.com
CAT BRAINERD
Business Office Manager
(860) 856-7300
cbrainerd@thesaybrookathaddam.com

1556 Saybrook Road
Haddam, CT 06438
(860) 345-0090
TheSaybrookAtHaddam.com
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Having A Safe Harbor Summer!

AS A KID, WHAT DID YOU ENJOY DOING MOST IN
THE SUMMERTIME? By Joan Szewczyk, Resident Liaison
Mary Smith: We went to Prospect Beach
in West Haven and my family lived one
block up the hill from the Long Island
Sound. There was a raft you could swim
out to. Some of the boys tried to teach
me and my friends how to dive but I
didn’t like having my head under water.
Iris Klar: I always looked forward to cutting the grass on the 1953 John Deere
tractor at my parents’ place, Klar Crest
Resort in Moodus. I mowed those 23
acres since my dad put me on the John
Deere when I was 10 until my dad sold
the property in 2007. In the early evening, after I’d mowed, I’d go outside and
smell the cut grass and there’s nothing
like it. And after I finished the 23 acres,
it would be time to start it all over again
and I loved it.

Janet Knaus: Each summer my parents
would rent a house at the beach and I
loved to go swimming there.
John Herold: I liked going on picnics
and going camping, but the best was being free from school for the summer.
Joanne Kneeland: I enjoyed going to
Camp Bethel on the Connecticut River in
Haddam from six weeks old for most of
my life each summer. When I got there
as a child, I took off my shoes and went
swimming in the river.
Pat Van Kirk: I always looked forward to
working my three jobs so I could pay my
way through college. I worked part-time
at an optometrist’s office, a retail store, in
an office, plus baby-sitting. I always knew
I wanted to be a teacher and this was the
only way I could do this.

Kathy Hallett, Safe Harbor Director, Certified Dementia Specialist

The Safetymakes
of Safe
Harbor
the heart grow fonder

ABSENCE

T

Challenging times require

MAY THE FOURTH BE WITH YOU
The Fourth of July
is with us again
in these days of
full summer when
nothing else in
the world seems
normal. This year
there will be no
parades, no major
league baseball
double-headers,
no
hordes
of
Reverend Timothy Haut
First Congregational Church screaming
chilDeep River, CT
dren and sunbathing crowds massing on our beaches. It
will be a quieter holiday, and perhaps a more
reflective one.
We have come to this pause in our year to
remember what it is that makes us unique as
Americans. It is not only our freedoms, won at
a high cost over and over again through our
history, nor is it just a celebration of those “heroes proved in liberating strife” that led to the
signing of our Declaration of Independence
in 1776.
I think that in this unexpected and challenging year, we are called again to reclaim the
dream and the vision that propels us to be

a light shining in the darkness, a hope to the
world, a people who are never content until
we become better, kinder, more noble and
just. It is a dream that we have often repeated
on our national holidays, but it has been a
dream that has eluded some of our people.
This Independence Day comes at the heels
not only of a pandemic that has cost the lives
of over 100,000 Americans, but in the wake
of protests that have swelled through our city
streets and small town greens calling us to a
new day of liberty and justice for all.
And we will welcome that new day, and
work for it to come true, because we are
America. And America is not only a place, but
an idea that burns like a fire in our hearts. I
remember the 4th of July picnics we enjoyed
as kids growing up in the Midwestern heartland, with campfires and cookouts and watermelon seed spitting contests, ending when
we spread blankets in a wide meadow and
watched fireworks explode over our heads
as night fell. It was magic and joy. But the
real magic is when we know that our ideals,
our riches, our hopes and dreams, extend to
every single person. It is dream to which we
pledge allegiance once again in this strange
and perplexing year of 2020.
SWING BRIDGE NEWS

What can you do to remain connected?
Does that mean they don’t remember your name? Does that
his proverb is exactly how family
creative out of the box
• Signmean
up for
a scheduled
phonetheir
call. relationship
Our plan is with you? Does
they
don’t remember
members feel after not being able
thinking. Safe Harbor’s
to help
facilitate
phone different than
thatrecreation
mean theyteam
perceive
you
to be someone
to see their loved one for so many for the
programming modifications
calls
on
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
and
Thursday
who you are? Does it mean they have no clue who you are
months because of the Covid virus. We
have been successfully
but seem to have a sense of comfort when you are around?
recognize how difficult being apart has afternoons.
spearheaded by Susan Judge,
The cards.
brain may begin to deteriorate but Emotional
been for everyone. Daily phone • Send greeting
Program Director.
calls, weekly Zoom meetings or
Memory remains intact and takes over as the
photographs
of family and pets.
Routinesvisits
are so
in but • Forward a few
Primary
Memory.
FaceTime
cancrucial
be helpful
Dementia
care. can
The
none
of these
• Have a grandchild draw a picture.
predictability
of
rising
at the
compare to sitting
Living with declining memory
• All mail is given to the Recreation Team and
Kathy Hallett, Director of
same
time,
going
to
your
means change is inevitable but the
face
to
face
and
Safe Harbor
assistance is provided, as needed, with reading
familiar table, and eating
with
the same friends
love that once was there remains.
giving
a hug.
and orientation.
fosters comfort. Moving throughout the day with the
Like so many things in dementia,
engaging
programs
anxiousness
isn’t
black and white;
Unfortunately,
socialreduces
distancing
can have and is very
Your Safe Harbor Team is forgetting
doing its best
to care
comforting.
many negative effects on those seniors
gradual.
for the medical, emotional,it’s
and
recreational needs
with
memory
loss, gradual
or advanced.
of your loved ones. If you have any questions or
Many
of our programs
can still
be hosted safely
begin to
Dementia
can
rob
a
person
of
their
concerns, please reach outWhen
to us.our
Wevisitation
are hererestrictions
for
with modifications, social distancing, and
get
lifted
and
families
can
finally
connect
memory
but
not
their
memories.
What
you.
excellent disinfecting practices.
face to face, changes in cognition
does that mean exactly? As the disease
Stay Home and Be Safe!
will be noticed. For some it will be mild
progresses, they can’t always remember
forgetfulness.
Others may struggle with dates
yesterdays
or
may
be
unaware
of
tomorrows
Safe Harbor goals include:
or numbers. Still others may be challenged with orientation
and a gradual shift begins and they begin living more in
the moment.
to time, place or person. Regardless of the degree of decline
remember emotional memories will prevail and the love you
1. Keeping physically active. We have been mainshared will still be felt.
And…if
someone
forgets
you,
what
does
that
mean?
taining two exercise classes per day and, of
course, enjoying our daily balloon volleyball – a

group
favorite.
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2. Outdoor time. There will be increased time of-
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Merri Anne Larensen, Director of IL/AL
Recreation, can be reached at
recreation@thesaybrookathaddam.com or
by calling 860-345-3774.
Susan Judge, Director of Safe Harbor
Recreation, can be reached at
sjudge@thesaybrookathaddam.com
or by calling 860-345-3779.

PERRY PHILLIPS
Executive Director
(860) 856-7301
pphillips@thesaybrookathaddam.com
JENNIFER ARMENIA
Marketing Director
(860) 345-0090
jarmenia@thesaybrookathaddam.com

Remember, we offer outdoor visits in addition to window visits and FaceTime/Zoom
calls. Please schedule visits with Recreation:
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(continued from page 1)

most risk from the coronavirus, you
won’t hear any complaints. These folks
have seen more of life’s trials and tribulations than you can shake a stick at!
What are the secrets to their resilience?
• Gratitude
• Keeping a routine
• Staying active
• Hydrating
• Good Nutrition
• Remaining social (at a distance,
of course!)
• Continuing to Learn
If you Google “The Silent Generation
(those born from 1925 to 1945),” you’ll

find their characteristics include “discipline, upholding of values, gratitude
and an appreciation for the “simplicities” in life. This senior population is
best characterized by a strong sense
of determination and willpower.” No
wonder why this pandemic is just another blip on the radar for them!
Moving forward, life may be a little
different from what we’re used to, but
one thing we know for sure has not
changed: the human spirit. During this
challenging time, we have seen extraordinary examples of people helping one another and showing their
appreciation. As we celebrate our

HEROES WORK HERE
Karrie Kundsen
One of our
“Dream Team”
housekeepers is
a powerful part of
our team. Karrie’s
housekeeping
position has seen increased
responsibility since COVID 19.
However, she makes time to do
returns for a few residents at
Walmart after she has punched out
for the day! Thank you, Karrie!

Perry PhillipsSheryl Nosal
This is not the
Executive Director
first time Sheryl

country’s independence this month
and begin to enjoy our own, personal
independence again, remember what
makes this country and its citizens great.
We are moving forward: one step,
one day, at a time. Keep the faith and
stay well!
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Keeping Our
Residents and
Associates Safe

Celebrating Our
Independence
By Jen Armenia, Marketing Director

This July, as we celebrate Independence Day, we will relish our
s we enter July with continued
freedom just a bit more. As we enprecautions, as of this writing
ter the next phase of the state’s
the state is in Phase II of their
“re-opening”
Right
now,
we're to all
opening.
We continue
hear and
following the
learn from the state that nursing homes
shutdown due
sharing a collective and
human
assisted livto COVID-19,
ingcalled
communities,
experience
quarantine is
although starting
still fresh in
"Coronavirus." Andto lighten
while restricour minds. The
tions, do not folterm, “new northe basis of this experience
low the general
mal,” is part of
is one of FEAR forpopulation
many openeveryone’s vocabulary
now.
The
Urban
Dictionary
ing.
Presently
people, I invite you to see
Jen Armenia
defines new normal as “The current
we have the poDirector
this as an opportunity
state of being
after some dramatic
diatristfor
visits and Marketing
change
has
transpired.
What replacoutside
visitation with
you to…
remember
theresident’s
last andHereesare
the expected,
usual, on
typical state
Hal’s ideas
their loved ones. We’re hoping to hear
after an event occurs.”
of our
is meal
to service
about freedoms
the hair salon and
how
we One
can person’s
cope. “normal” will not
soon.our
The Saybrook
at Haddam
will
choose
attitude,
to
all have our
firstanother’s.
step: Wewhat
remain vigilant following the CDC,The match
own
unique
set
of
circumstances,
choose
what
focus on.
local
healthwe
department,
and family
can youpersonalities,
do to take
of of copandcare
methods
guidelines. I continue to be amazed at
We can’t
change
what’s
with stress and change. The trait
how the staff has stepped up during
yourselfing
right
now? Take
all humans share, is resilience – our
We are sous
fortunate
going this
ontime.
around
rightto have
ability to get for
up, brush
ourselves off,
your
a dedicated, caring team – responsibility
they
and keep moving forward despite
now, such
but
we
can
focus
on
are truly heroes. We are gratefulinner
for
world.
If downs.
you say,
life’s ups and
our
residents
and
families’
grace
and
what’s going on inside our- “I’m afraid.
Working
a senior living comI’minnervous.
patience and look forward to all being
munity
allows
me to see the huselves.”
back together again.
man spirit and our remarkable re-

Kathy Hallett
Staying
Balanced During Stressful Times
Kathy is the Director of
Safe Harbor. Her love
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ASSOCIATE OF THE MONTH

Patty Lyons
Patty Lyons, Housekeeping Supervisor,
is known for her winning smile. Patty faces
each day with a positive outlook and lives by
the philosophy that the “glass is always half
full, not half empty.” Approaching each day
with enthusiasm and energy, Patty is often
the “go-to” person for residents. If Patty
doesn’t know an answer to their questions,
she tracks down a colleague and gets them
their answer. Currently the community
credits her for heading up the team which
attacks the Corona virus head on. They
work tirelessly - cleaning every railing, door
knob, elevator button, and chair rails. Her
commitment is to keep our residents safe.
In her spare time, Patty’s passion for
finding a cure for Alzheimer’s disease
makes her an ideal person to co-chair The
Saybrook at Haddam’s Team Safe Harbor.
She and fellow housekeeper Stacy Paquin
team up to fundraise and create awareness
for this terrible disease.
One of our residents shared a statement
with us: “Patty is a true representative of
what makes the Saybrook at Haddam a
place you can call home.” Perry Phillips,
Executive Director and his management
team couldn’t agree more!

her residentstranand
This is a forfantastic
their families is ALWAYS
script of Hal obvious
Elrod’s
Miracle
to anyone
who
engages with her. Kathy
Morning
podcast and Facecertainly has her hands full during this very
I am sure most of you are readchallenging
time,
but that March
doesn’t stop
her
Book
post
dated
21,
ing headlines each day about the
from changing hats and becoming a part2020,
andandthe
message
time barber
beautician!
Many ofwas
our
Coronavirus outbreak across the
residents just want a HAIRCUT! She jumped
so
apropos, I had to share it
in and put a lot of smiles on people’s faces.
globe. We continue to utilize infecYou’reyou
a rockhere.
star!!!
with
tion control measures to keep our
“There’s a stronger,
community clean and disinfected.
more resilient, and more
In addition, we remain vigilant
conscious version of ourabout reminding residents and asselves that we’re forced to
sociates about frequent hand
tap into amid adversity and
LEE
ZINSER
July
5
JAN LEHRMAN
Julyun19
washing, not touching their faces,
challenges
and fearful
JIM
JONES
Julyand
5
BEA SAVOIE July 24
covering coughs
and
sneezes,
known, uncertain circumHARRY JEWETT July 19
CAROL NELSON July 29
notifying the Wellness
Department
stances. And when we do,
if they aren't feeling well.
when we tap into the best
that’s
within ourselves,
we
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO
FAMILIES
CONNECTICUT’S
PREMIER
As
this
situation
evolves,
we
will
We send newsletters and other important
become
evolve.
SENIORbetter.
LIVING We
COMMUNITY
notifications by email. Ifcontinue
you are not to update our families on
silience every day. Even though the
receiving them already, please email
Continued
on back page
Perry Phillips
age group represented here is at
JArmenia@TheSaybrookAtHaddam.com
the steps we are taking to protect
1556 Saybrook Road
Executive Director
the following information: your name,
(continued on page 8)
Haddam,
CT
06438
residents.
the resident you are related
to, the emailMeanwhile, we are en860-345-0090
Associate
of the Month — Sheryl
Nosal
address you’d like us to use, and your
couraging
residents
to
maintain
Spotlight
On
Ted Wojack // Reverend Tim Haut // July Birthdays
TheSaybrookAtHaddam.com
INSIDE
home address and phone number.
meaningful family contact while
Sheryl Nosal is March’s
Before joining the culinary staff
has been noticed!
Sheryl is one of our
awesome cooks
and has taken on
endless extra responsibility due
to COVID 19. Her deep heartfelt
desire to please our residents and
make them smile is respected and
consistently noticed.

Happy Birthday!

Perry Phillips
Executive Director

Staying

This is a fantasti
script of Hal Elrod’s

